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Handbook of Food Factory DesignSpringer, 2013

	Food manufacturing has evolved over the centuries from kitchen industries to modern, sophisticated production operations. A typical food factory includes the food processing and packaging lines, the buildings and exterior landscaping, and the utility-supply and waste-treatment facilities. As a single individual is unlikely to possess all the...
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The Mind of an Engineer: Volume 2Springer, 2019

	This book is a collection of chapters reflecting the experiences and achievements of some of the Fellows of the Indian National Academy of Engineering (INAE). The book comprises essays that look at reminiscences, eureka moments, inspirations, challenges and opportunities in the journey of an engineering professional. The chapters look at the...
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Enzymes in Food Biotechnology: Production, Applications, and Future ProspectsAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Enzymes in Food Biotechnology: Production, Applications, and Future Prospects presents a comprehensive review of enzyme research and the potential impact of enzymes on the food sector. This valuable reference brings together novel sources and technologies regarding enzymes in food production, food processing, food...
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MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  SoftwareCisco Press, 2005
MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  Software is a complete and detailed resource to the configuration of  Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks and associated features. Through  its practical, hands-on approach, you'll become familiar with MPLS technologies  and their configurations using...
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Responsible Management of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book discusses the question of how information systems can be used and managed in a responsible manner. Normative problems such as intellectual property, privacy, power distribution, etc., are at the heart of many of the problems faced by users and managers of information systems. Responsible Management of Information Systems...
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Business Processes: Operational Solutions for SAP ImplementationIRM Press, 2005
Business Processes: Operational Solutions for SAP Implementation deals with enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems implementation, and also business operations/processes and information systems to support business operations/processes. There are a large number of books treating ERP implementation, operations management and information systems...
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Enterprise JavaBeans Component Architecture: Designing and Coding Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2002
Proven techniques and patterns for enterprise development.

	Design guidelines for EJB 2.0 component architecture
	Powerful patterns for enterprise application design
	Extensive real-world code examples
	Covers every type of component, including message-driven beans


This...
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Voice and Speech Quality Perception: Assessment and Evaluation (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2005
Foundations of Voice and Speech Quality Perception starts out with the fundamental question of: "How do listeners perceive voice and speech quality and how can these processes be modeled?" Any quantitative answers require measurements. This is natural for physical quantities but harder to imagine for perceptual measurands. This book...
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Space Division Multiple Access for Wireless Local Area Networks (Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
The tendency towards more mobility and flexibility favors  wireless networks for future broadband services, especially in local  area and residential networks. Two major challenges in developing such  high data-rate wireless networks are the channel distortion caused by  multipath propagation and the limitations on bandwidth usage. In this  book,...
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Software Architectures and Tools for Computer Aided Process Engineering, Volume 11Elsevier Limited, 2002
The idea of editing a book on modern software architectures and tools for CAPE (Computer Aided Process Engineering) came about when the editors of this volume realized that existing titles relating to CAPE did not include references to the design and development of CAPE software. 

Scientific software is needed to solve CAPE related...
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Enterprise Security with EJB and CORBA(r)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
"Leveraging their strong implemention and standards committee experience, the authors have delivered the definitive guide to enterprise distributed object security."–Wing K. Lee, Sprint
    Enterprise Security with EJB and CORBA    

    With e-business and distributed components comes the need for a bold new approach to...
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The Developer's Guide to DebuggingSpringer, 2008
Software has bugs. Period.

That's true, unfortunately. Even the good old "hello, world" program, known to virtually every C and C++ programmer in the world, can be considered to be buggy. Developing software means having to deal with defects; old ones, new ones, ones you created yourself, and those that others brought to life....
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